Tongue Dares Verbosity
*a poem by Carmen Berenguer translated from the Spanish*

The slut tongue dares bear lability
The murmurous eye eyefall she-wolf furrowridge
The red mountain fancyboy verb
The turbulent pinkrose water
Shakes heshe language lips
Labial fine hearing the girlfear
Fire eye spying sneaking meek wolfgirl

Upsets the eye salty the waters
rocky loyal skin sea wolfgirl
yellow seafoam smooth pelt waves
the artificial eye skims puma seagull

Huge trembling lability tongue sweet word
Sweet trunk branching leaf precious tongue
fleet deereyed pen
trill little tongue
rose thorn bleed tongue
truncate word lie spy lip
loyal anodyne trembling dollgirl
Ephemeral the labile rose
press lip furious seizure
The dumbfish mud redcolors
As waters greenish roses thorns

Eye malleable salvo/oath and rite
the fountain girlspeak tongue eye meek salute

Word retina of tongue howlings
Thorn crown burning fountain lustful
Languishing arrogant glib passion’s pen.